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SUMMARY
Ecclesiology in the works of Silvester Mario Braito OP
This bachelor thesis is concerned with the development of ecclesiology in the works of the Catholic
priest Silvester Mario Braito OP. The thesis has three parts. In the first part, it describes the events in the
life of S. M. Braito, mainly with respect to their importance for his publishing activities. It also offers an
outline of the development of Catholic ecclesiological thinking in the time when Braito was active. The
second part then offers an analysis of S. M. Braito’s ecclesiological articles in the bulletin Na hlubinu
(Into the deep). The third part takes into consideration his ecclesiological thoughts in books. The work
contains a review of Braito’s church doctrine, defines the main concepts of his ecclesiological reflection
and shows the sources he uses. At the end of this thesis, we evaluate Braito’s contribution to the
development of modern ecclesiology and sets the junctions with the church doctrine, as it has been
defined by the Second Council of Vatican.
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